
#

13

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6037 221 4.62 1.57 30.5 9 38.5 6.85 3.9 100" NA

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Mental processing, play speed, accuracy to the short and intermediate areas

WORST

QB

A scheme that allows him to work the short and intermediate areas of the fields from the 

pocket.

2009-Broken ankle- placed on IR. 2014-Right thumb-Weeks 3-8 (4 games missed). 

2015-Concussion-Weeks 1-3 (1 game missed), Right hand-Week 4 (0 games missed), 

Ankle-Week 6 (0 games missed), Right shoulder-Weeks 7-9 (1 game missed), Ribs-

Weeks 8-12 (3 games missed), Broken Clavicle-Week 13 placed in IR. 2016-Left Shoulder-

Weeks 3-7 (missed 5 games).

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

15th year quarterback who has played in 82 games, including five games in 2016 three of which were starts

in Head Coach Hue Jackson’s ball control offense. Possesses very good height, good weight, solid arm length

on a slim frame with adequate overall AA including adequate speed, quickness, agility, balance and

explosiveness. Displays very good mental processing, on every snap he identifies the Mike linebacker,

sets the protection, is able to identify Man versus Zone coverage with the use of motion and puts the

offense in the best play such as throwing to the smoke route when he sees the blitz coming. Displays

good competitive toughness overall, ran the No Huddle-Tempo offense when the defense was on its

heels but also displayed very good competitiveness when down double digits by remaining aggressive

yet still attempting to move the offense down the field efficiently. Exhibits good mechanics in the

pocket, smooth drops, level shoulders, square base, good torque through the core and good arm speed.

Exhibits good play speed and good decision making overall, processes Man and Zone coverages quickly on

1 and 3 step drops and throws with anticipation and accuracy. Exhibits solid ability to extend plays overall,

including solid ability to navigate the pocket, at the top of his drop he slides to his right or left to give the

receiver the extra second to uncover, protects the ball, climbs narrow pockets, and uses his shoulders and

eyes to move defenders in order to open passing lanes. Exhibits good decision making, reads high to low,

including deep throws down the seam with good accuracy, trajectory and touch, executing the Levels

concept with his very good arm strength and accuracy to the intermediate dig in between the Safety and

Linebacker versus Cover 2 or with his good arm strength and good accuracy short by hitting the

shallow in route versus man coverage. Displays good ability to throw on the run, on designed roll

outs  places  the  ball  between  the receiver and the sideline against off and soft Cover 2 Zone defense. Versus 

pressure he displays solid poise and decision making, stands in the pocket knowing a big hit is coming

from the blitzing safety, holds the ball to the very last second, sets his feet and delivers accurately to the

advantageous matchup then displays good physical toughness to get up and move onto the next play after

suffering a big hit. After sitting out 5 games due to a shoulder injury, he came into the next two games as a

backup and it seemed to affect his overall play including: adequate mental processing and play speed,

was not setting pass protection leading to free rushers and more sacks. Adequate mechanics, displays

an open gate from the pocket which caused his throws to be late leading to pass deflections. Displays

adequate poise, showed a tendency to drop his eyes when rushers pushed the pocket, then attempted

to reacquire his reads. Displays adequate play strength, unable to break a tackle to escape the pocket.

Adequate ability to extend a play once outside of the pocket due to his adequate quickness, agility and

explosion. Out of the pocket his mechanics become adequate, a sidewinder throwing motion makes him

susceptible to strip sacks, exhibits a tendency to drift when throwing on the run to his left which

leads to diminished accuracy. Displays adequate accuracy on deep passes due to a 3/4 delivery that

leads to batted passes at the line of scrimmage, batted passes at the catch point, or passes sailing high and

out of bounds down the sideline. Overall, he is a solid backup who can excel with a good offensive line and a

short to intermediate passing game. Will struggle extending plays outside of the pocket, making plays

outside of the pocket and making throws down the field.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

82
Games Started

60
Games Won

Overall AA, accuracy on deep passes, play strength, mechanics out of the pocket

PROJECTION A solid back up quarterback that can play in a pinch behind a good offensive line allowing 

him to utilize his very good mental processing pre-snap, good decisions post-snap, good 

arm strength and accuracy to the short and intermediate areas. Will struggle with 

accuracy on deep balls, extending plays once outside of the pocket and his overall 

mechanics diminish when throwing outside of the pocket.

2016: vs. BAL, vs. NYJ, at BAL, vs. PIT, vs. NYG

22
Winning %

27%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2013-Week 14-NFC offensive player of the week. 2015-Week 5-AFC player of the week. 

2016-64.5% completion percentage when kept clean.
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